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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents and discusses about the research findings of 

request expression in the movie entitled “The Journey of Mysterious Island 

2”. The findings are include of, request strategies, description of  the reasons 

when the characters perform the act of request. 

A. Findings on Strategies and the Reasons of Expressing Requests 

All of using request act in the conversation of movie entitled “The 

Journey of Mysterious Island 2” that based on the request strategies that 

consits of sub strategies. They are, imperative, performative, obligation, 

want statement, and hint. 

1. Direct Request 

According to Blum-Kulka et all (1989), Direct request or 

imepratives, explicitly state the desired action. Based on Searle (1969), 

reques as a directive act by the speaker, who directs the hearer to perform 

a task of which the latter is capable. While, Blum-Kulka et all are defined 

direct request based on the ways of performing, into four types of 

substrategies. They are: Imperatives, performatives, obligation, and want 

statement. The data are explained as follows: 
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a. Imperatives 

It is a request strategy that is directly signaling that the utterance is 

an order. The order is issued by authority figures that must be 

obeyed.The data are analyzed as follows: 

Datum 1 

 

 

 

 

Context 

In the harbor, Gabato sees Hank and Sean. They  look for someone 

who prepared to take them into the island. But, noone want to do it. After 

that, Gabato closes  them, and said, i will take you there while He said to 

Kailani, sweetness we have customer and they will pay us $1000, okey?. 

Kailani said to Hank, make it $2000. Then Hank aswered, “No way”. 

Then Kailani said, “ Make it $3000 or good luck!, finding someone else 

to take you there”. 

Analysis of request strategy 

The expression of request in datum (1) lies  in lines 5. It says 

“Make it $3000 or good luck!”. It is an expression of request. Because, 

directly Kailani asks Hank to do something, that is pay them (Kailani and 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato Sweetness, look. They aggred pay us $1000, okay?.  

2.   I could help with college for you then. 

3.  Kailani Make it $2000! 

4.  Hank No way!. We had a deal. 

5.  Kailani Then make it $3000 or good luck!  

6.   finding someone else to take you there. 

7.  Hank Please Hank 
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Gabato) $3000. And also Kailani gives them a threat “Good luck!”. 

Means that, if Hank doesn’t obey what Kailani asked as guide that will 

take them into island, so they (Hank and Sean), never visit there. From 

the datum above, Kailani applies an imperative request strategy. 

Imperative request strategy is a request strategy that directly signaling 

that the utterance is an order. The order is issued by authority figure that 

must be obeyed. 

Datum 2 

Lines Characters Utterance 

1.  Sean Godzilla! 

2.  Kailani (Screams) 

3.  Gabato Oh, go!go!go! 

 

Context 

When they arrive in the island, they find one of laws in the 

mysterious island that is,  all animals big are small and all small animals 

are giganitic. When they walk on the stone, suddenly there is a big lizard 

that would be catch them. Because, Unconsciously they walked on the 

lizard’s eggs. Gabato breaks one of the eggs. The lizard is growling  to 

them then,  Kailani screams loudly, then gabato said to Kailani 

“go”go”go”!. Next, Kailani run fastly. 
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Analysis of request strategy 

The expression of request in datum (2) lies in lines 3. It says “Oh, 

go!go!go!”. It is an expression of request. Because, by using the 

utterance above, Gabato asks  Kailani to do something. That is asks her 

to run quickly because of the big lizard will catchs her. Gabato wants to 

save Kailani, because Gabato is Kailani’s father. So that, Gabato asks  

Kailani to Save herself by runing quickly. From the datum above, Gabato 

applies an imperative request strategy. Because, by using his authority as 

a Kailani’s father, so he can ask Kailani to do something for him without 

rejection. 

Datum 3 

Lines Characters Utterances 
1.   (Lizard growling) 

2.  Sean (Grunts) 

3.  Hank Come on!Come on!, keep moving!Hurry! 

 

Context 

The condition is strain. The lizard is growling, it tries to catch Hank 

Sean, Gabato, and Sean. Suddenly, the lizard jumps them, they scream 

while run quickly. Hank asks them to hurry leave the place by making 

utterance”Come on!Come on!, keep moving!Hurry!”. 
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Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request datum (3) lies in lines 3. It says “Come 

on!Come on!, keep moving!Hurry!”. It is an  expression of request. 

Because, by making utterance above, Hank asks his group to hurry leave the 

place. The  condition is very strain, the lizard still growling. From the 

utterance above, Hank uses his authority as a leader who knows what should 

they do when the condition is strain. So, his group must be obey what Hank 

asks, if they reject may they can get some problems. In this datum, Hank 

applies an imperative of request strategy. Imperative request strategy is a 

request strategy  that is directly signaling that the utterance is an order. The 

order is issued by authority figures that must be obeyed. 

Datum 4 

Lines Characters Utterance 

1.  Hank Back!Back!Back! 

 

Context 

The lizard is growling, it will catch Hank’s group. Hank tries to 

deceive it, but the condition is more strain. The lizard wants to eat them. 

It opens its mouth widely. It looks like hunger animal. 

Analysis of request strategy 

The expression of request in datum (4) lies in lines 1. It says 

“Back!Back!Back!”. It is an expression of request. The utterance is 
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produce by Hank, to give an order to his group to leave the danger area. 

Because the lizard wants to eat them. Hank as a leader uses his authority 

to give an order to his group, it has prupose to save his group from the 

danger. So, the group must be obey what Hank asks. From the datum 

above, Hank applies an imperative of request strategy. Imperative request 

strategy is a request strategy that is signaling that the utterance is an 

order. The order is issued by authority figure that must be obeyed. 

Datum 5 

Lines Character Utterance 

1.  Hank Sean! Get behind me! 

 

Context 

The condition is very strain. Hank uses fire to frignten the lizard. 

Apparently, Hank makes the lizard is more vicious. Hank asks to his 

group to be careful. They  go back step by step. Suddenly, the lizard 

opens its mouth and growls loudly. The lizard closes them. Hank asks 

Sean to open his back, he asks to take everything that can help them to 

make the lizard be afraid. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (5) lies in line 1, it says “Sean, 

get behind me!”. It is an expression of request. Because, by making 

utterance above, means that Hank gives an order to Sean. Hank uses his 
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authority as a Sean’s stepfather that must be reponsible of Sean safety 

during the trip. An order that is produced by the oldster  must be obeyed 

by the youngster. From the utterance above, Hank applies an imperative 

request strategy. Imperative request strategy is a request strategy  that is 

directly signaling that the utterance is an order. The order is issued by 

authority figure that must be obeyed. 

Datum 6 

Line Characters Utterance 

1.  Hank Sean, get backpack! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. Hank, Sean, Kailani, 

and Gabato are more panic. The lizard is more vicious. It reams its ear. It 

loks like angry. It feels  resentful with Hank’s group. The lizard closes 

them, suddenly Sean’s bag falls dow. Hank asks Sean to take his bag 

quickly. Because, there are important things that put in the bag. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request strategy in datum (6) lies in line1. It says 

“Sean, get backpack!”. It is an expression of request. By making 

utterance “Sean, get backpack!”, means that Hank asks  Sean to  safe his 

back. It done to keep important things that will help during the trip. 

When the lizard closes them quickly. Sean was shock, then the bag falls 
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dawn. Hank asks Sean to take his bag quickly. From the utterance above, 

Hank uses his authority as a group’s leader and as oldster that must be 

responsible with his group, so he gives an order to Sean that must be 

obeyed. In the datum 6, Hank applies an imperative request strategy. 

Usually this request strategy is used by character who has authority. For 

example, the parents who ask their child. 

Datum 7 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Grandpa! That was amazing. 

2.  Alexander A pitch-perfect frill-necked lizard mating call.  

3.   They fall for it all the time. 

4.  Gabato (Shake hand) I am Gabato. 

5.  Kailani (Shake hand) I am Kailani. 

6.  Hank  I am Sean’s stepfather,Hank Anderson. 

7.   I helped Sean crack your code. 

8.  Alexander You’re the stepfather?  

9.   Well, maybe that’s why it took so long. 

10.   Follow me, come on! 
11.  Sean Okey. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. When the lizard closes 

them and will eat them, suddenly Alexander comes, and he kills the 

lizard by using a big woods. After that, Alexander goes down to them. 

Sean hugs him while says “ Grandpa, that was amazing!”. Sean 

introduces his friends, from Gabato, kailani and the last is Hank.Hank 

says to Alexander , that he is a Sean stepfather and he also helps Sean to 

crack the code that has been sent by the Alexander. But Alexander just 
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silent and says “Well, maybe that’s why it took so long”. Hank feels  

dissapointed to Alexander.Because, Alexander ignores him. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (7) lies in lines 10. It says 

“follow me, come on!”. It is an expression of request, because, by 

making utterance “follow me, come on!”, means that, Alexander asks the 

group to follow him into the jungle directly, because he knows 

everything about the jungle. From the Alexander’s utterance, Alexander 

applies an imperative request strategy. He uses his authority as a oldster 

who knows everything in the island, so Sean, Hank, Gabato, and Kailani 

must obey what Alexander says. As principle of imperative request 

strategy. Means that, imperative request strategy is a request strategy  

that is directly signaling that the utterance is an order. And the order is 

issued by authority figure that must be obeyed.  

b. Performatives 

 It  is a request strategy which explicitly states the requestive intent 

with inclusion of a performative verb. Such as, ask, request, order, 

demand, command, etc. Usually, the request strategy is used to ask 

someone performs something. The data are analyzed as follows: 
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Datum 8 

 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Sean’s badroom. Hank tries to 

give some suggestion to Sean. But, Sean looks like ignores him. Then, 

Hank Says to Sean “You’re not going to Pulau, Sean!”. Sean  just silent, 

but  he answers “ I’m a straight- A student. I can afford to miss a couple 

days. This is Mysterious Island!”. Hank knows that Sean was angry, then 

Hank says” Slow down, okay!”. In the Sean’s badroom the condition is 

very strain. Sean who never likes with Hank  who tries to give attention 

him. Because, Sean knows that, Hank wants to be Sean’s stepfather. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (8) lies in lines 4. It says “Slow 

donw , okay!”. It is an expression of request. Because, by making request 

“Slow down, okay!” means that, Hank asks Sean to perform his calm 

when he has problem. He Asks Sean to perform something by using 

utterance “slow down”.It means that,  Hank asks Sean to be careful in 

everythings. From the uttearnce above, Hank applies performative 

request strategy. Performative request startegy is  a request strategy 

which explicitly states that  the requestive intent with inclusion of a 

performative verb. Sucs as, ask, request, order, and command. 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean I am a straight-A student.  

2.   I can afford to miss a coupe days.  

3.   This is Mysterious Island! 

4.  Hank Slow down. Okay! 
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Performative request strategy is used to ask someone performs 

something. 

Datum 9 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato Let’s go man. 

2.   This is  gonna be good. 

3.   You won’t be disappointed. 

4.   I’ve taken hundreds of people out to sea. 

5.   I come back with them almost every time. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the harbor. Hank and Sean are 

looking for the tour guide. Suddenly,  Gabato offers his service as tour 

guide. He promotes his good service. Gabato says that, his service is a 

luxurious tour. He talks more about it. Hank and Sean think that, what 

gabato’s said is right. But, the condition is very different. Sean must 

choose it. Because, nobody wants to take them into the island. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (9) lies in line 1.It says “Let’s 

go, Man!”. The utterance is an expression of request. Because, by using 

the utterance “Let’s go Man!”, means that Gabato asks them to join him. 

Gabato asks them to perform  something. Gabato asks them to use his 

helicopter as  the only transportation one that can be used. From the 

datum above, Gabato applies a performative request strategy. Gabato 

directly asks them to go together to the island.  
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Datum 10 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.   All yelling 

2.  Hank We gotta get out of here now! 

3.  Gabato I was thinking the same thing! 

4.  Sean No!No!No! 

 

Context 

The conversation take place in the plane, suddenly the plane shakes 

and there is thunder. The plane was broken. All pessenger are yelling. 

Gabato can’t operate the plane. Hank asks Gabato to go back to the 

harbor by making utterance ”We gotta get out here now!”. Actually, 

Gabato agree with him. But, the condition is very strain because of  

broken machine. Otherwise, Sean forbids Gabato to leave the place. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (10) lies in lines 2. It says “We 

gotta get out of here now!”. It is an expression of request. By making 

utterance “We gotta get out of here now!”, means that Hank asks to all of 

pessenger to leave the dangerous place. Especially, for Gabato as a pilot 

who operates the plane. From the datum above, Hank applies a 

performative request strategy. Because, He wants to Gabato operates the 

plan well. So that, they can go back into harbor before the condition is 

more bad.  He asks someone to perform something. 
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Datum 11 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Sean! Sean! Come on buddy. Come on! 

2.   It’s okay. It’s okay. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the island. Sean was unconcious. 

Hank asks  Sean to open his eyes. But, he still closes his eyes. He says  to 

Sean that, the condition is better than before. He also says to Sean that, 

there is island in the  dangerous coordinate. Hank expects Sean can open 

his eyes quickly. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (11) lies in line 1. It says 

“Come on buddy. Come on!”. The utterance above is an expression of 

request. Because, from the utterance “Come on buddy. Come on!”, 

means that, Hank asks Sean to perorm something. Hank wants to Sean to 

open his eyes. Sean still was unconcious. Hank is very panic. From the 

datum above, Hank applies a performative request strategy. Performative 

request strategy is a request strategy  which explicitly states the 

requestive intent with inclusion of  performative verb. Performative 

reqest strategy is used to aks someone performs something. 
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Datum 12 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank It’s okay. It’s okay, try and sit up, attaboy! 

2.  Sean I told you it would work. 

3.  Hank You were right. 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the island. Hank feels panic. He 

asks Sean to open his eyes frequently. Suddenly, Sean can open his eyes 

and Hank asks Sean to try sit up. Then Sean  says “ I told you, it would 

work”. Then Hank answer “You were right”. Hank feels happy, Sean has 

concious. After that, they look for Gabato and Kailani. They were 

separated after the plane fell down. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (12) lies in line 1. The datum 

says “Try and sit up, attaboy!”. It is an expression of request. From the 

Hank’s utterance “Try and sit up attaboy!”, means that, Hank asks Sean 

to perform something. Something here, means “sit up”. From the 

utterance above, Hank applies a performative request strategy. 

Performative request strategy is a request strategy  which explicitly states 

the requestive intent with inclusion of a performative verb. Performative 

requet strategy is used to ask someone to do something. 

Datum 13 

 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato Hank? I am following you. 

2.   Hank All right, come on. Go ahead. 
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Context 

 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. Hank feels so 

dissapointed with Alexander, because He ignores Hank. He never 

appreciate what  he has done to Sean. Gabato knows what Hank feels. 

Gabato tries to amuse him. But On the pretence, Hank wants to provide 

cover for his sadness.  

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request strategy in datum (13) lies in lines 2. It 

says “Come on! go a head”, means that someone asks to go on 

something. Here, something that will be gone one is trip. It is request of 

expression. By making utterance “Come on, go ahead!” Hank applies a 

performative request strategy. Hank asks Gabato to go on the trip. “Come 

on, go ahead!”, means that is an order to someone to perform an activity.  

Datum 14 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander Here we are, folks. Come on up! 

2.   This is my place. 

3.  Kailani Wow! 

4.  Alexander Welcome. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Alexander’s house. Alexander 

asks the group to take rest in his house. Kailani was amazed. Alexander 
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shows everything in his house. Everything is made by himself. Before 

they arrive in the island, he is a single survivor. He survives his life by 

using everything from the jungle. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (14) lies in line 1. It says 

“Come on up!”, means that, there is someone who asks other to hurry 

when he or she to do something. 

“Come on up!” is an expression of request. Because, by making  

the utterance, “Come on up!”, Alexander asks to the group walk faster. 

Means that, Alexander asks someone to perform an activity. In the 

datum, Alexander applies a performative request strategy. Request 

strategy is a request strategy which explicitly states the requestive intent 

with inclusion of a performative verb. 

Datum 15 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Ooh. Ooh. Ooh. 

2.  Sean Stop, Hank! 

3.  Hank Ready? This one’s special. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. Sean feels bored. Hank 

tries to amuse him. But, Sean still feels sad. Hank makes a joke. Sean 

ignore him. Then he says “Stop, Hank!”. But, Hank tries hard to make 

him be happy. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 
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The expression of request in datum (15) lies in lines 2. It says 

“Stop, Hank!”. It means that, there is an order for someone who must 

stop his or her activity. It is a request strategy. Because, by making the 

utterance , Sean wants to Hank stop make a joke for him. But, Hank still 

make a joke for Sean. He won’t Sean feels sad. From the utterance 

above, Sean applies a performative request strategy. Because, he wants 

Hank perform an activity, that is “stop from his activity to make a joke”. 

Datum 16 

 

 

 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the montain. They are confused. 

Because, there is no transportation to do the trip. Suddenly, Alexander 

leave them to look for a transportation. Alexander finds a gigantic bee to 

do the trip. Alexander asks them to join him by using the bee. Alexander 

finds the bee then rides it directly. Sean was amazed. Hank feels afraid. 

Then says to Alexander “You get down now!”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (16) lies in lines 4. It says “ 

You get down now!”. It means that, someone who asks other to do an 

activity. By making the utterance, the character wants to the other 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander It turns out that mounting the bee is easy. 

2.   If you don’t look into its eyes 

3.  Sean That is so sick. 

4.  Hank Okay, you get down now! 
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character to perform an activity. It is an expression of request. In the 

datum above, Hank applies a performative request strategy. Hank asks 

Alexander to get down from the gigantic bee. Because it is so dangerous. 

“ You get down”, it means that, There is  an activity that is asked by 

other that must be done. 

 Datum 17 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Hold on! Wach out, Kailani! 

2.  Kailani Sean! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place on the gigantic bee. When, Sean and 

Kailani fly. Suddenly, there is a big bird that will cacth them. Then, Sean 

says to Kailani to hold on the bee. Kailani feels afraid. The condition is 

very strain. While The bird still  chase them. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

 The expression of request in datum (17) lies in line 1. It says “ 

Hold on!”, means that, the character wants to other to do something. It is 

a request strategy. By making the utterance, Sean applies performative 

request strategy. He asks Kailani to peform an activity, when they on the 

gigantic bee, suddenly the gigantic bird comes and it wants to eat the bee. 

The bird chases them. So, Sean want to say to Kailani that, still on your 

seat and save by yourself. It shows that, Sean applies performative 

request strategy. Performative request strategy is a request strategy  
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which explicitly states the requetive intent with inclusion of a 

performative verb. It used to ask someone to perform something. 

Datum 18 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander Hey! 

2.  Alexander Stay in your own lane! 

3.  Hank Uu uh. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place on the gigantic bee. Hank and Gabato 

ride the gigantic bee together, while Alexander rides his bee by himself. 

Suudenly, Hank’s bee  closes to the Alexander’s bee. Then,  Alexander 

ask Hank to stay at his lane. Because, they will make a game with the 

gigantic bird. From the utterance above, the character applies a request 

strategy. Alexander make a utterance “Stay in your own lane”, means 

that, Alexander asks Hank to perform an activity. Fro the utterance 

above, Alexander applies a performative request strategy. Performative 

request strategy is request strategy which explicitly states the requestive 

intent with inclusion of a performative verb. 

Datum 19 

 

 

 

 

 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Kailani You saved me. 

2.  Sean Yeah. I guess I did, or maybe not! 

3.   Go, go! Get out of here! 
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Context 

The conversation takes place on the gigantic bee. Suddenly, the 

bird is chirping. Kailani falls down from the bee. Then, Sean saved her. 

Kailani says, “You saved me?”. 

Next, Sean answer “Yeah. I guess I did, or maybe not”. Because, 

the bird is chirping. Sean  asks the bee to get out of the trees. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (19) lies in lines 3. It says 

“Go!Go! Get out of here!”. It is a request strategy. From the utterance 

“Go!Go! Get out of here!, means that someone who give an order to 

other. Someone  who said the utterance, means that He or she wants to 

other to do something. From the datum above, Sean applies performative 

request startegy. He asks to the bee to get out from the trees. Because the 

bird chirps and wants to eat the bee. Sean explicitly asks the bee to leave 

the tress to save it. 

Datum 20 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Come on, bird! Let’s do it! 

2.  Kailani Yes! 

3.  Sean (screams) Aah! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in  the trees. Sean asks the bird to 

play together. He wants to make the bird died. Sean wants to pit the bird 

and the bee. Sean asks  the bird 
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Follow him. But, suddenly the bee muddies. Then, Sean and Kailani 

scream together. Sean and Kailani fall down into the jungle. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (20) lies in line 1. It says 

“Come on, bird! Let’s do it!”, it is a request expression. “Come on, bird. 

Let’s do it!”. Means that, ssomeone who asks other to perform 

something.  Sean makes an utterance “Come on, bird. Let’s do it!”, 

means that Sean asks other to the bird to do something, that is “play with 

the bee”. From the utterance above, Sean applies a performative request 

strategy. Request Strategy is a strategy whic explicitly states the 

requestive intent with inclusion of performative verb. The request 

strategy is used to ask someone to perform something. 

Datum 21 

 

 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle, they sleep together. 

Suddenly, when Sean gets up, there are some water around them. Sean 

asks Hank to get up by making utterance “ Hank, get up!everybody up!”. 

There is oddity in the island. Kailani was surprised while she asks Sean 

“What’s that mean?”. She thinks that Sean knows everything in the 

island from verne’s book. But, Sean doesn’t know about it. 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Hank, get up!.Something’s wrong here,  

2.   everybody up! 

3.  Hank Where’d this water come from? 

4.  Kailani What’s  that mean? 
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Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (21) lies in line 1,2. It says 

“Hank, get up! Something wrong here, everybody get up!”. It means that, 

the character wants to other character to do something, that is “get up”. It 

is an expression of request strategy. Because, from the datum above, 

Sean makes utterance “Hank, get up! Something wrong here, everybody 

get up!”, mean that, Sean asks Hank, Alexander, Gabato, Kailani to 

perform an activity, that is “get up”. In the datum, Sean applies 

performative request strategy. Because, from his utterance, there is an 

order for other to perform something. 

Datum 22 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato What are you doing here?  

2.   You’re supposed to be back at the Nautilius.  

3.   I’ll meet you! 

4.  Kailani Papa, stop! Stop papa, stop! 

5.  Gabato Baby this is our  chance 

6.   . Our chance to send you to college. 

7.   To give you a different life, a better life. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the gold mountain. When Sean, 

Hank, Alexander, and Kailani are confused about “where is the water 

come from?”, Suddenly, Kailain says “Where is Papa?”. Then, Kailani 

says “I know where papa goes?. Last night, He promised me to sent me 

into the college, I am sure that he must go to the gold mountain. I will 

take him, don’t worry, you can go without us, and if there is a chance,  
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Papa and I will meet you later”. Kailani decides to pick her father by 

herself. Actually, Sean wants to accompany her, but his foot was sick. 

Then, Hank asks Tto Sean to go with him. Kailani go with Alexander to 

pick Gabato. They find Gabato is digging the gold. Then, Kailani Says to 

Gabato “ Papa stop! Papa stop!. But Gabato answer “ This is our chance 

to make our life be better”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (22) lies in lines 4. It says “Stop 

Papa! Papa stop, Papa!”. The utterance above, is an expression of 

request. Kailani makes the utterance “Stop Papa! Papa stop, Papa!”. 

Means that, Kailani wants  Gabato (her father) to do something. From the 

conversation, Kailani wants her father to stop from an activity. By 

making utterance it. Kailani applies a performative request strategy. 

Directly, She asks Gabato to perform an activity. That is “Stop from his 

activity to look for gold”. Asks someone to do something means that, she 

applies one of the request substrategies. That is “Performative request 

strategy”. 

Datum 23 

 

 

 

 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Hey, where are you, Sean? 

2.  Sean Come on, Hank! 

3.  Hank (Grunting) 
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Context 

The conversation takes place in the ocean. Sean and Hank dive 

together, Suddenly, Sean dives first, Then Hank is confused to find him. 

He calls Sean “ Hey, Where are you?. Sean enjoys his diving in the 

ocean. Sean looks for electricity to operate the nautilius. To operate the 

nautilius Sean needs 1000 Kwh. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (23) in lines 2. It says “ Come 

on, Hank!”. Means that, there is an activity that must be done by the 

other. Sean makes utterance “Come on, Hank!”, means that Sean wants 

to Hank to do something. He wants to Hank to perform an activity. 

“Come on!” means , Sean wants  Hank to come to Sean. In the datum 

(23) Sean applies performative request strategy. Performative request 

strategy is a strategy whic explicitly states the requestive intent with 

inclusion of performative verb. 

c.  Obligation 

Obligation is a request strategy which employ a statement of 

obligation. The speaker exerts either his or her authority. The data are 

analyzed as follows: 

Datum 24 

 

 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Kailani We have to go around the storm 

2.  Sean Uh! According to these coordinates,  

3.   that’s where the island is 
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Context 

The conversation takes place in the helicopter. Sean and Hank ask 

to Gabato to send them in the island. Then, they use Gabato’s helicopter. 

Because, there is no transportation that wants to send them. During the 

trip, Sean asks Kailani to talk. Sean likes to Kailani. When they enjoy the 

trip. Suddenly, there is tunder is crashing. Kailani says to Sean “ We 

have to go around the storm!”. But Sean rejects  what Kailani says. Sean 

says that, “There is an island in these coordinate where the storm was 

on”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (24) lies in line 1. It says “ We 

have to go around the storm!”. Means that, Someone who makes a 

statement because of an obligation. “We have to go around the storm!”, 

from the utterance above, Kailani applies an obligation request strategy. 

She makes a statement of obligation to Gabato, Hank, and Sean to leave 

the storm. Because, she is a controller. She knows the map. By using 

utterance “We have to go around the storm!”, Kailani uses her authority  

as a controller to ask Gabato, Sean, and Hank to perform something. 

d.  Want Statement 

Want statement strategy is strategy which expresses the speaker’s 

request more bluntly as a demand. The data are analyzed as follows: 
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Datum 25 

 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Sean’s house. His mother asks 

to Sean “ Why were breaking into satellite facility?”. His mother wants 

Sean to explain his reason about it by making utterance “Do you want to 

explain to me?”. But, Sean  pretends there is no problem with him. His 

mother wants to know his reason. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (25) lies in line 1. It says “Sen! 

Do you want toexplain to me?”, it means that, someone who asks other to 

do an activity, that is “to explain”. It is an expression of request. In the 

datum above, the character makes utterance “ Do you want to explain to 

me?”, means the character wants to Sean to explain a problem that 

happens in the middle of nowhere. The adverb of time can be seen from 

the contex. “Sean! Do you want to explain to me why you were breaking 

into satellite facility in the middle of nowhere?” . It means that, Liz asks 

Sean to do something as a demand bluntly,  that is “to explain” some 

problems that has been done by Sean in satellit facility in the middle of 

nowhere. Liz just want to know what reason that makes Sean does the 

activity. From the explanation above, Liz applies want statement request 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Liz Do you want to explain to me?! 

2.   Why you were breaking into satellite facility? 

3.  Sean Don’t worry, it is nothing, really. 
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strategy. Wan statement request strategy is a request strategy which 

expresses the speaker’s request more bluntly as a demand. 

Datum 26 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander Everybody okay? 

2.  Hank Yeah! 

3.  Sean Grandpa! 

4.  Alexander Well, don’t just stand here. Applaud! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. When the lizard will 

catch Sean, Hank, Gabato, and Kailani Suddenly, Alexander sends a big 

wood to the lizard. Then the lizard falls dawn to the ground. Next, 

Alexander asks them to give applaud because of his success to die the 

lizard. Sean feels proud Alexander’s effort. He calls Alexander 

“Grandpa!”. Alexander asks their condition by makes utterance “ 

Everybody okay?”. Hank answer explicitly “Yeah!”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (26) lies in lines 4. It says 

“Well, don’t just stand here. Applaud!”. It is an expression of request. 

Because, by making utterance Well, don’t just stand here. Applaud!”, 

means that,  someone asks other to perform an activity. By using the 

utterance  in the datum, “Well, don’t just stand here. Applaud!”, 

Alexander asks them to perform something that is, “Giving applaud”. 

From the explanation above, Alexander applies a want statement request 

strategy. Because, He asks them to do something bluntly as a demand, 
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because of he has killed the lizard. Want statement request strategy is a 

request strategy  which expresses the speaker’s request more bluntly as a 

demand. 

2. Indirect Request 

According to Blum-Kulka et all (1989) Indirect request implicitly 

state the desire action. An indirect strategy is defined as an utterance in 

which the speaker,s intens is at odds with the propositional content. This 

is to say that, an indirect strategy entails more than one illocutionary 

force or meaning as well as the speaker implicitly conveying his or her 

intention. Blum categorized, hint as a substrategy of indirect request 

based on the way of performing. There are two kinds of hint. They are, 

strong hint and mild hint.  

a. Hint 

Hint strategy is a request strategy which does not explicitly state 

the speaker’s request for desired action. The data which represent of hints 

are explained as follows: 

Datum 27 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Liz Do you want to explain to me, Sean? 

2.   Why you were breaking into a satellite facility? 

3.  Sean  Don’t worry about it, Mom. It’s nothing, really. 

4.  Liz The police calling in the midle of the nights 

5.   is nothing? 
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Context 

The converasation takes place in the living room. The participants 

are Mother, Sean, and Hank. His mother wants to  get some explanations 

from Sean, why he was breaking satellit facility. Aliz asks Sean to 

explain a problem that has been done by Sean. But, Sean ignores her 

while says “It’s nothing, Mom. Don’t worry!”. 

Analysis of request strategy 

The expression of request  in datum (27) lies in lines 4,5. It is an 

expression of request. By making utterance “The police calling in the 

middle of the night, is nothing?”. It means that, his mother not only gives 

question but also asks some  explanations from Sean. From the 

explanation above, Liz applies a hint strategy. Because,  Liz not only 

gives a question for Sean but also She wants to get some reasons, why 

Sean does it. 

Datum 28 

 

 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the kitchen. The participants are, 

Mother, Hank and Sean. His mother asks Sean. But, there is no 

explanation from Sean. So, Aliz asks Hank about the problem.She hopes 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Aliz Sean! 

2.  Sean Don’t worry mom! 

3.  Aliz What was he doing there?  

4.   What was he looking for? 

5.  Hank Honey, I don’t know, all we can do  ask him. 
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will get explanation from Hank by makes question “What was doing 

there? What was he looking for?”. But, Hank can’t answer Aliz’s 

question. He says, “Honey, I don’t know, all we can do ask him”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (28) lies in lines 3,4. It is an 

expression of request. In the datum above,  “What was he doing there?, 

what was he looking for?”,means that, the character wants to get some 

answers from other. From explanation above, Liz applies hint request 

strategy. Because from her utterance, Liz not only gives a question but 

also she wants to get some explanations from Sean about the problem. 

Datum 29 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Sean, I was looking to talk you. 

2.   You know very concerned adult 

3.   to somewhat troubled youth. 

4.  Sean Which one am I in the equation? 

 

Context 

The conversation  takes place in the Sean’s badroom. Hank wants 

to talk about Sean’s problem. But, Sean always ignores him. Hank  

always  tries to close him. Sean doesn’t like with Hank, because there is 

special relationship between Hank and Liz. Sean always gives a bad 

response to Hank in everytime, everywhere. 

 Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (29) lies in lines 4. The 

utterance “Which one I am in the equation?”, means that, the one of 
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characters give a question for other character. In the datum, Sean makes 

utterance “Which one I am in the equation?”. Means that, Sean  give a 

question that  form of satire. From the datum above, Sean applies a hint 

request strategy. Because, Sean not only gives a question but also He 

wants to teases Hank.  

Datum 30 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Hay, buddy! What’s all this? 

2.  Sean Nothing! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Sean’s badroom. Sean tries to 

solve his problem. Suddenly, Hank knocks the door, then Hank asks to 

Sean “What’s all this?” while takes the map. Hank tries to make romantic 

conversation, but Sean looks like doesn’t like it. Sean answer sharply by 

making utterance “Nothing!”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (30) lies in line 1. It says 

“What’s all this?”. From the contex, the utterance is used not only for 

questioning but also for getting of attention. Hank makes utterance 

“What’s all this?” in the datum, means that, He wants to asks some 

explanations from Sean. From the utterance above, Hank applies a hint 

request strategy. Because, from the uttearnce “What’s all this?” in the 

contex, means that, Hank not only gives a question for Sean but also he 

wants to get a good response from him. 
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Datum 31 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank The first part of the message reads, 

2.   “The I-S-L.... The Island, is R-E “Real”.  

3.   The island is real 

4.  Sean You’re serious? 

5.   You’re not messing me? 

6.  Hank No, That’s what it says. “The island is real”. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in Sean’s badroom. When, Hank tries 

to help Sean to solve his problem. They are enthusiasm to solve the 

problem. Suddenly, Hank finds some words, then Sean is unsure with 

what Hank finds. They laugh together. Sean feels happy, because the 

code can be founded by Hank. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (31) lies in lines 4,5. It says 

“You’re serious?” “You’re not messing me?”, means that, there  is 

unsurement in this situation. When the conversation happens, Hank not 

only wants to get attention from Sean but also he wants to Sean receives 

him as a stepfather, so whatever will be done by Hank. Hank helps him 

to solve the problem, then perhaps can give positive effect for his 

relationship. From the Sean utterance, Sean applies hint request strategy. 

In the contex, Sean not only asks to Hank, but indirectly he was giving 

positive response for Hank. 
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Datum 32 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean I can’t believe it!  

2.   Actually somebody found the island! 

3.  Hank What island? 

4.  Sean The mysterious island. 

 

Context 

The conversations, takes place in Sean’s badroom. Hank wants to 

get some positive response  from Sean. Then he hepls him to solve this 

problem. Some words have finished by them. Hank tries to get some 

information from Sean about the code. But, Sean doesn’t show what will 

he does later. Hank asks to Sean “What island?”. Sean just answers 

calmly “The mysterious island”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (32) lies in lines 3. It says 

“What island?”, means that someone who gives a question for other. By 

making the utterance “What island?” in the datum means that, Hank not 

only asks Sean but also he wants to know, responses that will be given by 

Sean for him, after he has been helped him to find some secret words 

from the map. From the explanation above, Hank applies hint request 

strategy. In the datum above, Hank not only gives a question but also he 

wants to get a good response from Sean. Hank also wants to get more 

informations abou the island. 
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Datum 33 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank All right, cool. Hay!  

2.   Can you stop by the moon and 
3.   grab me a slurpee? 

4.  Sean Joke all you want! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Sean’s badroom. Hank tries to 

make a good conversation with Sean. Hank asks everything about the 

map. After, Sean answer what Hank asks, Hank makes a joke to Sean by 

makes a question “Can you stop by the moon and grab me a slurpee?”. 

Sean doesn’t like it, he shows his hatred by makes utterance “Joke all 

you want!”. 

Analysis o Request Strategy 

The xpression of request in datum (33) lies in lines 2,3. The 

utterance “Can you stop by the moon and grab me a slurpee?”. Means 

that, there is someone make a request for other that has purpose a joke. It 

is a request strategy. By making the utterance, the character not only 

gives a question but also he or she wants to tease him. From the 

explanation above, Hank applies hint request strategy. Hin request 

strategy is a request strategy which doesn’t explicitly states the speaker’s 

request  for desired action. 
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Datum 34 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean You think  you’ll travel around the world,  

2.   meet up with some lunatic. 

3.   Messing around on a ham radio? It’s not some lunatic.  

4.   It’s  Alexander! My grandfather. 

5.  Hank How would you know he sent that? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Sean’s badroom. Hank asks to 

Sean some question about the mysterious island.  Sean retortes what 

Hank asks.  Sean gives some objection about news that has been received 

from Aexander. Hank always rebutes about it “How would you know he 

sent that?”. It the utterance that used by Hank to makes him sure. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request strategy in datum (34) lies in lines 5. It 

says “How would you know he sent that?”, means that, From the 

utterance, someone asks proof from other that concerns about the 

problem. Sean feels angry by making utterance “I’m a straight- a student. 

I can afford to miss a couple days. This is Mysterious Island”, “You think 

you’ll travel around the world meet up with some lunatic, messing 

around on a ham radio?, It’s not some lunatic!”. In this datum, Hank 

applies one of request strategy. Because, from the contex Hank not only 

gives a question but also he wants to get clarity from Sean’s idea. In the 

contex, Hank applies a hint request strategy. 
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Datum 35 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Wait, watch the lizard. Watch! 

2.   Big man’s afraid of a little lizard? 

3.  Hank Big man’s not afraid. I love lizards  

4.   when they’re boots and belts. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Harbour, Hank and Sean go to 

the Harbour, when they walk, suddenly, there is someone who brings a 

little lizard. Sean asks Hank to watch the lizard. Hank is astounding, he 

says “Big man’s not afraid. I love lizard when they’re boots and belts”. 

Sean feels happy, because he can make Hank afraid. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (35) lies in lines 2. It says “Big 

man’s afraid of a little lizard?”. It is an expression of request. Because, 

from the contex above, the character not only gives a question but also he 

wants to frighten the other character. In the datum (35) Sean applies a 

hint request strategy. Sean not only gives Hank a request but also he 

wants to frighten Hank, from the explanation above, there is desired 

action that wants to be done by Sean to Hank. That is, “makes Hank 

afraid”. 
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Datum 36 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato You won’t be dissapointed. 

2.   I come back with them almost every time. 

3.  Hank Nice ride, nice ride. 

4.  Gabato Thank you. Thank you. 

5.  Hank What in the blue heck is that? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Horbour. Hank and Sean have 

found someone who can send them to the island, his name is Gabato 

Laguatan. He is a capten in the Harbour. He offers his  the best service. 

Hank and Sean imagine the luxurious trip, but the fact, Gabato’s srevice 

provides a bad helicopter. They think that, they will use luxurious 

chrushe. So that, they say “ Nice ride. Nice ride”. Then. Gabato answers 

“Thank you, thank you”. But in the real condition, It’s so far from 

supposition. There is an old helicopter. Hank so surprised, so he says 

“What in the blue heck is that?”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (36) lies in lines 5. It says 

“What in the blue heck is that?”, means that, someone asks something to 

other.  It is an expression of request strategy. Because, from the 

utterance, the character asks something to the other character, to make a 

clarity from Gabato. In the datum above, Hank applies hint request 

strategy. Because, in the datum, Hank makes utterance “What in the blue 
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heck is that?”. Means that, Hank not only gives a question but also he 

wants to get a clarity about the real condition of Gabato’s service. From 

the explanation above, there is a desired action that is wanted by Hank 

from Gabato. 

Datum 37 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Kailani Make it 2000! 

2.  Hank We had a deal! 

3.  Kailani Then make it 3000. And good luck!  

4.   Finding someone else to take you there! 

5.  Hank Do you take a visa? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the Harbour. When  Sean and Hank 

find someone who can send them to the island. They make a deal about 

the cost of trip. But, suddenly Gabato’s daughter asks them to pay more. 

First cost is $1000, then Kailani akss $2000. Hank rejects her asking. 

Then the last cost, Kailani asks $3000. Sean says to Hank “Please, 

Hank?”. Willy nilly, Hank agree about the last deal. So he offers his visa 

as a assurance, that they will pay them after the trip. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (37) lies in lines 5. The 

utterance “Do you take a visa?”, means that, he or she asks other about 

the visa. It is an expression of request. In the datum above, Hank makes 
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utterance “Do you take a visa?”. Means that, Hank not only gives a 

question about visa but also he wants to give his visa as a assurance for 

the trip. Hank agree with the deal, because he wants to show Sean , that 

he is a good stepfather. From the explanation above, Hank applies a hint 

request strategy. Because, there is a desired action that is wanted by 

Hank. He not only asks to Kailani, but also he wants to show to Sean, 

that he is a good stepfather for him. 

Datum 38 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Gabato If this is a heaven. I’am checking in. 

2.  Sean Ladies and gentleman, I give you. 

3.  Kailani What is this place? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the mysterious island, When they 

have arrived there, they see a beautiful view in the island. There are so 

many animal. But, in the island they discover a law that all animals big 

are small and all animals small are big. The group decide to explore 

further into the island. Sean as first one who knows about it says “Ladies 

and gentleman, I give you, The Mysterious Island”. Then, Kailani asks to 

Sean by making utterance “What is this place?”. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 
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The expression of request strategy in datum (38) lies in lines 3. The 

utterance says “What is this place?”. Means that, someone who wants to 

get more explanation about the place. It is an expression of request. In the 

datum above, Kailani applies a hint request strategy. Because, she not 

only gives a question but also she wants to get more axplanation about 

the island from Sean. From explanation above, the character has applied 

a hint request strategy. Because, in the contex there is a desired action 

that is wanted by her, that is “explaination more” about the place. 

Datum 39 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Kailani Just know that if we get torn to bits. 

2.   I’m blaming you! 

3.  Gabato I’m blaming you too. 

4.  Hank Real smooth. 

5.  Sean What did I do? Seriously, what did I say? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle, It says “What did I do?. 

Seriously, What did I say? What did I do?”. Means that, someone who 

asks something to the other. It is an expression of request. In the datum 

above, Sean makes utterance “ What did I do?. Seriously, What did I 

say? What did I do?, the utterance means that, Sean wants to ask other 

and himself about something that has happened. It begins, when Sean 

asks them to look for his grandfather. Kailani and Gabato will blaim him, 

if there is problem with them by making utterance “Just know that if get 
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torn to bits, I’m blaming you!”. Sean was confused about it, He asks 

himself, what did I do? What did I say?, so that, they will blaim me. 

Analysis of Requet Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (39) lies in lines 5. It says 

“What did I do?, seriously what did I say?”. It is an expression request 

strategy. Because, from the utterance above, the character in the movie 

asks something to other. By making utterance “What did I do?, seriously 

what did I say?”, the character in the movie applies a hint request 

strategy. Because, based on the contex, Sean not only asks to other but 

also he wants to ask himself about what have been done by him. From 

the explanation above, there is desired action that is wanted by Sean, so 

in the datum the character applies hint request strategy. 

Datum 40 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Why couldn’t it be snakes? 

2.  Sean Okay! 

3.  Hank Okay, we just need to move quickly but carefully. 

4.  Sean Lizards have incredible hearing and 

5.   an acute sense of smell. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. When they across  egg 

clutch of lizard, the izard feels angry, It tries to catch them. While, Hank 

says “Why couldn’t it be snakes?”. Sean explains that, the lizard has 
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incredible hearing and acute sense of smell. Then Hank, suggest them to 

move quickly but carefully. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (40) lies in line 1. It says “Why 

couldn’t it be snakes?”. It means that, someone who asks other about 

something. It is an expression of request. Because, there is something 

that is wanted by the speaker from the hearer.In the datum (40) , by 

making utterance “Why couldn’t it be snakes?”, the character applies a 

hint request strategy. Because, based on the contex Sean not only gives a 

question for other but also he feels afraid with the lizard. He wants 

another animal, like snake than lizard. From the explanation above, there 

is a desired action that is wanted by Hank, that is “He feels afraid with 

the lizard”. 

Datum 41 

Lines Charcters Utterances 

1.  Alexander Everybody okay? 

2.  Hank Yeah! 

3.  Alexander Well, don’t just stand there. Apploud! 

 

Contex 

The conversation takes place in the jungle, After coming across a 

massive frill-necked lizard when they come across her egg cluct, they are 

rescued by Alexander. Alexander asks them “Everybody okey”. Then, 
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they asnwer “Yeah!”. Alexander bluntly asks them to give apploud for 

his effort to rescue them from the lizard. They laugh together. Then, 

Alexander asks them to follow him to go to Alexander’s house. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (41) lies in line 1. It says 

“Everybody okay?”. It is an expression of request. Because, there is 

something that is wanted by the speaker from the hearer, that is “a 

response”. In the datum, Alexander applies a hint request strategy. 

Because, Alexander has a desired action. By making utterance 

“Everybody okay?”. Alexander not only gives a question but also, he 

wants they to show thier condition. So, the hint request strategy is 

applied by Alexander in the datum (41). 

Datum 42 

Lines Charcters Utterances 

1.  Hank I’m Hank Person, and I’m Sean’s stepfather. 

2.   I helped Sean crack your code. 

3.  Alexander You’re the stepfather? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. After coming across a 

massive frill-necked lizard when they come across her egg cluct, they are 

rescued by Alexander. Alexander asks them “Everybody okey”. Then, 

they asnwer “Yeah!”. Alexander bluntly asks them to give apploud for 
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his effort to rescue them from the lizard. They laugh together. Then, 

Alexander asks them to follow him to go to Alexander’s house. They 

introduce themselve. Hank says “I’m Sean’s stepfather, I helped Sean 

crack your code”. Then, Alexander just answer “You’re  the stepfather?”. 

Hank feels angry. Because, he was taken offense by Alexander. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (42) lies in lines 3. The 

utterance “You’re step father?”, it is an expression of request. Because, 

in the utterance maens, the character wants a response from other 

character. In the datum, Alexander makes utterance “You’re stepfather?”, 

means that, Alexander asks Hank to give a response. But, based on the 

contex, Alexander not only gives a question for Hank, but also he wants 

to insult Hank. From the explanation above, Alexander applies a hint 

request strategy. Because, from the contex, there is a desired action that 

is done by Alexander in datum (42). 

Datum 43 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank The storm around this island will chew it up, spit it out. 

2.  Kailani What about Nautilus? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the poseidon. They arrived in the 

poseidon, there are so many things that are amazed. Suddenly, there is 
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earthquake. They decide to leave the poseidon quickly. Sean says that, 

“we can leave thee island by nautilus”. Then, Kailani asks him, “What 

about the Nautilus?”. Alexander and Hank are looking for a right map. 

Meanwhile, Gabato wants to go to the mountain gold. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (43) lies in lines 2. The 

utterance “What about the Nautilus?”, means that someone asks other 

about Nautilus. It is an expression request. Because based on the contex, 

Kailani makes utterance “What about the Nautilus?”. Means that, Kailani 

not only gives a question, but also she wants to get more information 

about it. So in the utterance, there is a desired action that is wanted by 

Kailani except just a question. From the explanation above, Kailani 

applies a hint strategy. Because, She not only gives a question, but also 

she wants Sean to explain more about Nautilus. 

Datum 44 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander Let me warn  you, the heart of this island  

2.   is full of jagged mountain. 

3.   Dark jungles and terrifying creatures  

4.   Who will give you nightmares. 

5.   Who’s up for an adventure? 
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Context 

The conversation takes place in the Posideon. They talk about the 

island. Alexander gives a warn to them, he says that, there are so many 

terrfying creatures who will give you nightmares. But, they laught 

together about the joke. They think that, they will get a nice trip during 

they stay in the island. Suddenly, Hank finds a crack of island. He thinks 

that, the island will sink to the Sea. They feel confused about the 

problem, while they don’t have scuba. The utterance is produced by 

Alexander, to make them to fight do the trip. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (44) lies in lines 5. It says 

“Who’s up for an adventure?”. Means that, there is someone who asks 

other. In the datum (44) based on the contex, Alexander makes utterance 

“Who’s up fr an adventure”, means that, Alexander not only gives a 

question for them, but also he wants to gibe them. From the explanation 

above, Alexander applies a hint request strategy. Because, there is a 

desired action that is done by Alexander. 

Datum 45 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Alexander I have given him something to live up to.  

2.   Science adventure,wonder! 

3.   What have you ever given him? 

4.  Hank I have given him a lot of things. A sense of responsibility. 

5.   Resposibility being of them,  

6.   something clearly you don’t have. 
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Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. When they across the 

gold mountain, some of them want to go there, But, because of the strain 

contion, they decide to continue their journey. Suddenly, Sean and 

Gabato wants to go to the mountain, But Hank as a stepfather, he forbids 

Sean to go there, Sean feels angry, he doesn’t like about the rule. Then, 

Alexander as Sean’s grandfather support what Sean wants while says 

“What have you ever given him?”. The utterance is produced by 

Alexander, because Alexander doesn’t like when Hank forbid Sean to do 

something. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (45) lies in lines 3. It says 

“What have you ever given him?”. It is an expression of request. Because 

based on the contex, the character  give a  question as a request 

something to other. “What have you ever given him?” in the datum, 

Means that, Alexander asks something to Hank and also he wants to give 

something for him. But in the datum (45). By making the utterance, 

Alexander not only gives a question but also he wants to make Hank be 

embarrassed. From the explanation above, Alexannder applies a hint 

request strategy. Because, He not only asks something but also he has a 

desired action that is pointed to Hank. 
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Datum 46 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank Does anybody have an umbrela? 

2.   Because Mary Poppins is gonna fly us to the top of the cliff. 

3.  Alexander Better wait here, Henry! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. The participans are, 

Alexander, Hank, Gabato, Sean, and Kailani. They arrive in somewhere. 

They discuss about, how the way to go to the cliff. Suddenly, Hank gives 

a good idea for Alexander. Hank says “Does anybody have an umbrela?”, 

Then, Alexander leave them for minutes. Suddenly, Alexander rides a 

mary poppin. They laugh together, they feel happy. Because, they have a 

vehicle to arrive there. By making the utterance, Hank just wants to make 

a joke for them. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (46) lies in line 1. It says “Does 

anybody have an umbrella?”. Means that, someone who asks an umbrella 

from other. It is an expression request strategy. In the datum (46), Hank 

makes utterance “Does anybody have an umbrella?”. Means that, Hank 

not only asks an umbrella to them but also he wants to make a joke. From 

the explanation above, Hank applies a hint request strategy. Because, 

there is desired action that is done by him. The action is, “Makes a joke”. 
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Datum 47 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank What my multiple talents? 

2.  Alexander After all these years,finding the elusive singing sasquatch 

3.   No, but seriously, where’d you learn to play like that? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. The must stop in the 

night, because Sean was sick. Hank and Alexander are confused  about 

the Sean’s condition. There is no medicine, so Alexander asks to Hank to 

sing a song for Sean. He says that, a beautiful song can be made as 

medicine. Then , Hank tries to sing a song. Then, they laugh together. 

After he has sung the song, he tries o make a joke for them. Sean feels 

happy. Alexander was amazed  to Hank. He asks some questions to 

Hank. They have a better relationship now. By making the utterance, 

Hank wants to make the condition is better. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (47) lies in line 1. It says “What 

my multiple talents?”, means that, someone asks something to other. It is 

an expression of request. In the datum (47) based on the contex, Hank 

makes utterance “What my multiple talents?”. Means that,  Hank  not 

only gives a question but also he wants to make a joke. From the 

explanation above, Hank apllies a hint request strategy. Because through 

of his utterance, Hank not only gives a question but also he wants to 
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make something, that is “a joke”. Means that, there is a desired action 

that is done by him. 

Datum 48 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Hank My father left when I was 8 and,  

2.   I haven’t seen him since 

3.   At least, I got a good song out of it , right? 

4.  Alexander Yeah! 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. After Hank sing a song, 

Alexander asks  some question about his father. Hank tells averything 

about his father. Alexander and Sean feels sad about it. But, Hank always 

feigns everything is okay. He says “At least, I got a good song of 

it,right?”. He says like that, to make them aren’t sad. Alexander thinks 

that, Hank is a good father for Sean. Hank says “At least, I got a good 

song of it,right?”, to make the condition is better. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (48) lies in lines 3. It says “At 

least, I got a good song of it, right?”. It is an expression of request. 

Because based on the condition, Hank makes utterance like that, he not 

only gives a question but also he wants to amuse himself. In the datum 

(48), Hank applies a hint request strategy. Because, on his utterance, 
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Hank has a desired action that is done by him. That is “To amuse him for 

the sadness”. 

Datum 49 

Lines Characters Utterances 

1.  Sean Something’s wrong here. Everybody up! 

2.   Where’d this water come from? 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. The participants are, 

Hank, Alexander, Sean, and Kailani. When they get up in the morning, 

Sean see there are some water from the ground. He asks other to get up 

and look at the ground. He asks to Alexander “Where’d this water come 

from?”. But, Alexander doesn’t know about it. Hank says that, “The 

liquefaction rate tripled overnight”. Means that, the island will sink. By 

making utterance “Where’d this water come from?”, Sean wants to get 

some information about it. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (49) lies in lines 2. It says 

“Where’d this water come from?”. It is an expression of request. 

Because, there is an action that is asked by the request to hearer. Based 

on the contex in datum (49), Sean applies a hint request strategy. 

Because, on his utternce, Sean not only asks to Alexander but also he 

wants to get some explanation about the phenomenon. From the 
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explanation above, means that there is a desired action that is done by the 

reques, that is “Asks more explanation about the phenomenon”. 

Datum 50 

Lines Charcters Utterances 

1.  Hank The liquefaction rate tripled overnight. 

2.  Kailani What’s that mean? 

3.  Hank It’s sinking a lot faster than we tought. 

 

Context 

The conversation takes place in the jungle. In the morning, they get 

up. Suddenly, some water appear from the ground. Hank says that “The 

liquefaction rate tripled overnight. It’s sinking a lot faster than we 

tought”. Kailani asks Sean by making utterance “What’s that mean?” to 

get some explanation about the island. Alexander answer that, the island 

will sink. They are confused. Because, they don’t have scubas. 

Analysis of Request Strategy 

The expression of request in datum (50) lies in lines 2. It says 

“What’s that mean?”. It is an expression of request. Because, in the 

utterance there is asking something from other. “What’s that mean?” in 

the datum, means that, the character wants to ask something and there is 

a desired action that is done by the character. From the explanation 

above, Kailani applies a hint request strategy. Because, Kailani not only 
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asks something but also she wants to get explanation more about the phe 

nomenon. 

 


